Rigid motion correction for magnetic resonance fingerprinting with sliding-window reconstruction and image registration.
Magnetic resonance fingerprinting (MRF) can be used to simultaneously obtain multiple parameter maps from a single pulse sequence. However, patient motion during MRF acquisition may result in blurring and artifacts in estimated parameter maps. In this work, a novel motion correction method was proposed to correct for rigid motion in MRF. The proposed method involved sliding-window reconstruction to obtain intermediate images followed by image registration to estimate rigid motion information between these images. Finally, the motion-corrupted k-space data were corrected with the estimated motion parameters and then reconstructed to obtain the parameter maps via the conventional MRF processing pipeline. The proposed method was evaluated using both simulations and in vivo MRF experiments with intently different types of motion. For motion-corrupted data, the proposed method yielded brain T1, T2 and proton density maps with obviously reduced blurring and artifacts and lower normalized root-mean-square error, compared to MRF without motion correction. In conclusion, motion-corrected MRF using the proposed method has the potential to produce accurate parameter maps in the presence of in-plane rigid motion.